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He finally gets out of the hospital, but he still needs an assistant. We see Joker on
the couch singing Scary Movie 3 Ls for the people at Aris Unlimited. He tells the girl
standing there that hes actually an amateur clown who loves juggling. He asks why

he doesnt see her face. She says that hes too good at it. He says Im sorry that I
made you cry and we start L dancing again. He starts bowing to his clown friends.
They all faint and he has to lift up a clown shoe to keep them all up. He goes to his
poor clown partner, who is obviously a lesbian. She is waiting in the kitchen for him.
She was helping a woman who keeps making clown porn for Joker, Joker says shes
so brave for doing what she does. Then, Joker stumbles into the room where Sherrif
Chester is in a chair. He asks what hes doing. Chester says hes waiting forJoker and

asks if hes going to be a tough prisoner. Joker says that hes going to be a tough
customer. He says that hes got mad skills. Joker then explains that he's going to be
fighting with his spoon. He sings Im Fighting With A Spoon and asks Chester if hes
still in charge of the whole prison. Chester says he is, and he has no idea why Joker

is here. Joker then says hes going to break into the nurse's house. He says hes
going to roll around in the tub. He puts the round eye mask on and looks like he's
channeling Legolas in The Lord Of The Rings. He then sees a date card and pulls it

off and throws it in the air. He chants in his head I see a bossfight, he continues
singing Im Playing With Her Knightmares. He's in a library. He sees a guy with a
computer who is wearing an Assassin's Creed robe while he is listening to some

music on headphones. And Joker breaks the computer and gets in his face.
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there are a lot of issues with the way that this version of the joker is depicted in the film. it
doesnt really play into the fans view of the character. he doesnt have any of the charm that

he had in the source material. this character is portrayed as a crazy person who is
manipulating people. the joker is portrayed in this version as a supervillain who is a

psychopath. that is a very bad way to portray the joker. in the comics and other versions of
the character, there is a very dark and twisted side to the joker and he wants to destroy

society. he wants to destroy the system of law. he wants to be the villain and to be the top of
the pile. the joker is among a select group of characters in cinematic history that has the

ability to create character-driven stories with a compelling arc. no matter how i felt about the
joker at the end of the film, i always wanted to know more about him. when he was

introduced as the joker, he was a sociopath. but by the end, he was a hero, and it was a
thrilling ride. this was one of the best examples of character arc ive ever seen. i was truly

invested in understanding what drove the joker to begin with. at the same time, i was drawn
in by the joker himself. he was a fascinating character. every time he was on the screen, i
was entranced. a big part of the movie’s success was how well it portrayed the kind of city
gotham is in the dark knight. it was a more stylized version of the city than we’ve seen in

other batman movies. there was no need to show us the citi bank because we know what its
like to use it. we saw the dingy tenements, the shady prostitutes, the rundown hotels and the

seedy street vendors. 5ec8ef588b
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